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For furniture makers, it is not always the object alone 
that is pursued. As students at OCAD University, 
we are encouraged to look beyond the final object 
to explore and to develop our thinking around the 
context. The role of furniture as a medium for personal 
expression, as a reflection of social and cultural norms, 
and as an influence upon human behaviour becomes 
the focal point. This exhibition presents original 
furniture pieces that take these broader discussions 
into consideration. Growth requires exploration, the 
goal is to plant the seeds of passion rather than ego.

Over the years, Tables, Chairs & Other Unrelated 
Objects has become a growing tradition within the 
school’s design department. For its seventh edition, 
the exhibition will be hosted by Artscape Daniels 
Spectrum for the first time ever, while OCAD U’s 
Ignite Gallery will concurrently showcase works from 
this past year’s cohort selected with the input of our 
long time sponsor and the furniture design faculty. 

Curated by Ellie Oram and Jasmin Liu



This exhibition was made possible by the generous 
contributions of Monarch Custom Plywood, 

Artworkers Retirement Society, Keilhauer, and Artscape. 

Special thanks goes to Gord Peteran, Elle Alconcel, 
Esmaa Mohamoud, Ted Hunter, Kirsten White, 

Connie Chisholm, and all of our participating designers. IGNITE GALLERY
JANUARY 2018 EXHIBITION CATALOGUE
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MARY ANNE GARCIA
SV1
Baltic birch plywood, solid ash, mirrored acrylic, clear acrylic

Inspired by the playfulness of children’s wooden block shape sorting toys, this 
piece uses extrusion and protrusion of solid wood and plywood planes to attach its 
components together. The wooden post components are interchangeable and can 
be rearranged based on preference. It can work as a single piece or two separate 
pieces with the wooden mirror post mounted to a wall.

contact: maryannecabogarcia@gmail.com 02

DANIEL ANTONUCCI
Parallel
Quarter sawn white oak

In response to a line drawing that I 
made years ago, I found direction 
for this work through a series of 
parallel lines. Two specific lines 
provided the framework for this 
piece and through this form, a 
standing desk emerged.

contact: daniel.noel.a@gmail.com01



PAYVAR SAZESH
London Coat Stand
Solid poplar, MDF, acrylic, 
clock components

This piece was a project for Umbra, 
and it was vital that the furniture 
could be assembled without tools. It 
is multi-functional as it can be used 
to tell time and also for hanging 
clothes. An entryway solution that 
also disassembles flat pack. It was 
designed with different finishes in 
mind and I picked the one that suited 
Umbra to build. 

FUNCT IO N

contact: payvar.s@gmail.com 04

SAMUEL KWAN
Union Bench
Solid black walnut, danish cane cord

Handmade furniture is tangible, appealing, and personal. These carefully 
crafted pieces are embedded with a personal energy that no other piece 
from a manufacturer or department store can ever replicate. There is 
something breathtaking about a piece of furniture that is crafted from a 
beautiful piece of dried timber. It is filled with life and spirit in a way that 
mass produced pieces never can. I think we all love and appreciate the 
beauty of handmade objects. Whether it is the feel of a certain texture on 
our fingertips, or the story of the creator woven within the pattern. 

contact: samuelhykwan@gmail.com      |     instagram: createdfor_thecreator03



STEIN WANG / STUDIO HI THANKS BYE
UO
Machined aluminium, powder coated finish

The UO shelving unit is a display shelf for decorations and 
accessories. It can also act as a versatile room divider to separate 
living spaces. 

The staggering shelving surfaces are inspired by Ontario’s 
landscape - namely the Bruce Peninsula bluffs. Meanwhile, the 
cutouts follow the traditional Chinese garden decoration 
principle of  一步一景 (each step forms a new scene). When 
objects are placed on the shelving surfaces, the cutouts become 
a frame to compose a small scenery of the objects with the 
space behind them.

UO is a part the newest collection from Studio Hi Thanks Bye 
which will be revealed during Stockholm Furniture and Light Fair 
in February 2018.

contact: contact@hithanksbye.com     |     www.hithanksbye.com 06

Gallery Submission 
Claire Spring 
3149197 
 
 
 

 
 
Name: Claire Spring 
Title: HOPPA 
 

This piece explores multi-user seating within small spaces. Thus, the idea revolves            
around the use of drawer tracks to deliver more seating into a space. Each “box” provides                
different heights of seating as well as widths of the actual “chair” allowing for more               
customization and choice for where a user will sit. Having the face of the boxes come up allows                  
for division between the seats and the opportunity for upholstery. This project in itself was a                
challenge in regards to accuracy with measurements and keeping it linear. So not only was               
there the difficulties in delivering the multi-user aspect but in actually conceivably making the              
chair itself. Finally, the piece closes up into a singular cube to minimize spatial impact. The sleek                 
design works with many spaces and can be finished in multiple colours to adhere to a client’s                 
needs.  
 
Material: 3/4” Birch Plywood  

CLAIRE SPRING
HOPPA
Baltic birch plywood, metal hardware, drawer slides

This piece explores multi-user seating within small spaces. Thus, the idea 
revolves around the use of drawer tracks to deliver more seating into a 
space. Each “box” provides different heights of seating as well as widths of 
the actual “chair” allowing for more customization and choice for where a 
user will sit. The box faces come up above the seat surface, allowing for 
division between the seats and the opportunity for upholstery. This project in 
itself was a challenge in regards to accuracy with measurements and keeping 
it linear. So not only was there the difficulties in delivering the multi-user 
aspect but in actually conceivably making the chair itself. Finally, the piece 
closes up into a singular cube to minimize spatial impact. The sleek design 
works with many spaces and can be finished in multiple colours to adhere to 
a client’s needs. 

contact: clairespring13@gmail.com05
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ARWA ALI
Lumb(a)er Support 
Solid hardwood, upholstery, 
moulded plywood

Do we really need to be sitting on a chair to 
have body support, or are there other ways 
to get support and still relax? Lumb(a)er 
Support tests the idea of body support. 

This piece of furniture is used by leaning on 
it with one elbow and one knee. The elbow 
is placed on the top cushion and the knee is 
placed on the lower curved cushion, which 
can be adjusted to the desired height. The 
position that this piece puts the body in 
encourages straight posture. Along with its 
many features, it also provides a table for 
extra space as well as side handles for more 
balance. As the sole purpose of this piece is 
support, a side cushion is presented to 
further assist the knee. 

The twist about Lumb(a)er Support is that it 
needs the user’s body to balance it, so it 
can’t stand up straight unless it is being used. 
It demands the user to use it in a specific 
way, and it needs the user as much as the 
user needs it. The user and Lumb(a)er 
Support both support each other.

01 contact: arwaalaa1997@gmail.com     |     ali-arwa.format.com

EMMA D’SOUZA
Lean
Solid ash, plywood, birch veneer, steel, brass

This piece focuses around the concept of redefining what a table 
is and the purpose it should serve. I found that people naturally 
lean on tables even though that is not their intended purpose. 
This piece was designed specifically for leaning on, and it is meant 
to experiment with how furniture affects human interactions and 
relationships. The top is upholstered to indicate that the table is 
meant for leaning, both for support and conversation with the 
person on the other side of the table.

contact: emma.dsouza333@gmail.com 02



MARY ANNE GARCIA
Noodle Chair
Solid walnut, synthetic fur, patchwork fabric

The Noodle Chair is a piece that invites the user to arrange and rearrange 
noodle cushions within a wooden frame. The piece focuses on creating a 
playful dialogue between user and object by encouraging adults to play with 
their furniture. The transformation aspect allows for different ways of sitting, 
resting, and leaning on the piece. It looks to deconstruct the form of the 
traditional ottoman while imitating traditional materials and methods.

contact: maryannecabogarcia@gmail.com03

DELPHINE GODDEN
In Tension
Baltic birch plywood, steel aircraft cable

This piece began by questioning the conventions of a table. Moving 
beyond that, it became a study in tension and the illusion of surface. 
By introducing codependence and vulnerability into the table’s 
structure, it is asking the user to become involved in thinking about 
how it should or should not be treated.

contact: delphine.godden@gmail.com 04



HANEEN HALABI
The Anti-Craft
Welded steel rod

The Anti-Craft defies the norms of craftsmanship- this piece showcases 
unclean cuts, raw steel and messy welds. With its disastrous details and 
questionable comfort, it’s everything you’re not supposed to have. By 
the way, where do you sit down?

contact: hannah.halabi@hotmail.com05

SURIM KIM
Harmony Chair
Solid walnut, ribbon woven upholstery

Furniture is supposed to be comfortable, but at times a chair that is too 
comfortable can contribute to poor posture and health issues over 
time. In order to encourage people to stretch while sitting, the upper 
part of the chair’s back swivels to allow the upper body to move. The 
height of the chair is lowered which makes it easier to place your feet 
flat on the floor, allowing you to more comfortably perform stretches.

Another reason for the low height is to give a feeling of Korean culture 
in a western environment. Korean lifestyle is centered around the floor, 
so It is always kept hygienic and warm with integrated floor heating. 
Thus sleeping, sitting and resting on the floor is familiar to Koreans. As a 
Korean living in Canada, I have been missing spending time on the warm 
floor where I feel more relaxed and calm. It definitely gives me a 
different feeling than sitting up on chairs. However, sitting on the floor 
may be new or even awkward to some Canadians. As Canada is well 
known for being a multicultural country, I hope this chair will introduce 
a part of Korean culture to western culture.

contact: sk12gl@student.ocadu.ca 06



J. THOMAS KIM
TBT: Still Life
Concrete, brass, extruded polystyrene foam, 
stainless steel aircraft cable, found objects

This table by Thomas is a precarious work of vanity.
Inspired by labour, it performs an important exercise in futility. 

contact: email@thomaskim.ca     |     www.thomaskim.ca07

YIFEI KINGSLEY LIN
Undefined Table
Solid cherry wood

The concept behind my table was an idea of deception. 
When one views it from an angle, the table appears perfectly 
normal. A normal table with nothing too special about it. As 
soon as one moves however, the angled legs are shown. The 
previous balance and symmetrical harmony is disrupted into 
one of imbalance. 

contact: 3149911@student.ocadu.ca 08



HELEN LIU
Acquitment - A False Display
Solid ash 

“What distinguishes a good magician is his or her ability to divert 
an audience’s attention and manipulate their expectations” 
- Alex Stone 

contact: liu1.helen@gmail.com     |     liu-helen.format.com09

ZHUOJUN (LEON) LIU
Table for Tea Ceremony
Solid red oak, glass, walnut splines

Traditional tea ceremonies require a set of objects to perform, but when they are not in 
use they may bother people while also gathering dust. Based on this problem, the idea for 
this design was to create a tea table with a hidden storage space in order to keep the 
table’s surface clean and simple when the tea set is not in use.

In general, this table has three different parts. First is the top which actually separates into 
two surface pieces. They fit together and can slide open to access the tea set. The middle 
part houses the space where the items are stored. The bottom is made of two wooden 
table legs that hold it all up.

contact: 631012075@qq.com 10



ADRIA MAYNARD
The Reader
Baltic birch plywood, brass hinges

The Reader is a flat-pack table inspired by the opening and closing of a book. Four components 
are connected by a series of hinges, slots, and notches so the piece can be disassembled for 
easy storage and portability.  Each of these components are painted distinct colours to 
accentuate their planar forms and show how each element works together to keep the table 
structurally sound. The yellow and pink planes unfold and provide the main structural form, 
while the blue plane slides through them and locks the three into place using notches on its 
underside. The final green plane fits into the remaining slot, and provides a space for the display 
of books as well as additional support for the blue plane. The Reader is meant to balance 
between playful and purposeful both in form and in function.

contact: am14qi@student.ocadu.ca11

Protective 
coat finish

Leather

brass

MATERIAL > Ash wood, Leather and brass
The Table with Magazine Holder is a versatile design that can be 
used as a coffee table in living rooms and bedrooms. The top 
features a blind-tufted, double spaced with leather surface, 
alongside a solid-Ash, brass hanger and leather which is movable 
and it is a perfect spot for magazine.
Design by > Bahareh Mostafavisabet

Table with Magazine Holder

16”
40.64 cm

46”
116.84 cm

18”
45.72 cm

BAHAREH MOSTAFAVISABET
Table with Magazine Holder
Solid ash, brass rod, leather

The Table with Magazine Holder is a versatile design that can be 
used as a coffee table in living rooms and bedrooms. The top 
features a blind-tufted, double spaced with leather surface, 
alongside a solid-ash, brass hanger and leather which is 
movable and it is a perfect spot for magazine.

contact: info.bahar.d@gmail.com 12



PABLO MUÑOZ
Hamaca
Painted steel, polycotton textile, wooden dowels

Growing up in Colombia I was fascinated by hammocks. The 
word originates from Taino and Arawak -- Languages, spoken by 
indigenous peoples in the Caribbean and South America-- 
meaning “fishing net”. Hammocks hold great importance in 
Latin American culture. Their style, fabrication method, 
materials and colours change depending on the region. For the 
Wayoo people in the Guajira Peninsula for example, hammocks 
are personal objects sometimes used as wraps for ceremonies. 

This is my take on this traditional piece designed for an urban 
context. I tried to keep the piece simple. Truss bridges informed 
the design of the frame, all angles are 45° or 90° providing 
clean lines and strength. The dowel-and-loop fastening system 
distributes the weight across the width of the frame and fabric, 
ensuring there is no pressure/weak points in either. I kept the 
colours bright. The overall goal: creating a robust, intimate and 
relaxing piece that reminded me of home. 

contact: design.munoz@gmail.com     |     www.pablomunozdesign.com13

CONNOR GARTH NOVAC
Waterfall River Table
Solid cherry, sheet acrylic 

This work explores the idea of using items and imagery found in 
nature as furniture. Where the first humans may have brought a 
log into their living space to function as furniture, I have taken a 
slab out of a log to construct my table- a refinement of nature 
if you will. The slab is cut and then put back together to 
emulate a flowing river that drops off the edge, creating the 
waterfall. 

contact: cn14ld@student.ocadu.ca 14



RAMON LEONARDO RUIZ
Clehid Table
Solid hard maple, solid cherry, baltic birch 
plywood, aluminum rod, PLA white plastic

As an amateur in furniture making I was given the 
opportunity to design and build a table. The concept 
behind the Clehid computer desk was to create a table 
that hides its features but as you interact with the table, 
it reveals its features in an unconventional way.
The removable monitor stand allows the user to utilize 
the whole table, especially for those who sketch in 
bigger formats.

contact: ramonleonardoruiz@gmail.com15

LIZ SABUCCO
Kativo
Bendable plywood, walnut veneer, solid walnut legs

“If you want the best seat in the house, move the cat.”  

Animals are willing to make their favourite spot on a new cushion 
as much as the box it came in. Kativo, a play on the Italian word 
for ‘naughty,’ was designed specifically to create a comfortable 
interaction point between a cat and its owner. The tight curves 
create warm, dark boltholes that cats favour, while still providing 
ample routes for a quick escape. The different elevations also 
offer the opportunity for play between owner and cat.

contact: studyofsepia@gmail.com 16



PAYVAR SAZESH
Phantom Table
Solid walnut, acrylic, 
“mirror effect” paint

In the Victorian era, many were trying 
to contact the spiritual realm through 
seances. To show this historical 
reference I made Phantom Table in a 
Victorian style, which I think of as a 
style that is there but not quite there. 

The purpose of this object is for two 
people to stand on either side and be 
able to see themselves while also 
seeing through to the other person, 
creating a phantom effect. 

contact: payvar.s@gmail.com17

CLAIRE SPRING
PINNAR
Baltic birch plywood, square steel tubing

This piece was designed around the idea of thinness and the idea of 
having two contrasting materials barely interact with each other.  With 
this idea in mind it became a sort of “stick” concept regarding the legs 
of the table. The legs are metal and the tabletop is plywood. The two 
contrasting materials made it interesting in regards to joinery and 
finishes. The design of the bottom of the table is to mimic the fullness 
of the tabletop. As if to add balance and unity to the piece. Without 
the mimicked design, the piece felt flimsy and incomplete. To add 
interest to the work, the metal poles were offset from the corners to 
provide a non traditional look. The idea behind all these choices was 
to have a coffee table that looked different from every side so that a 
client could constantly be satisfied with a new design. Some sides are 
cantilevered while others show more of the metal design underneath. 
Therefore, the piece provides a simple yet unique complexity unlike 
other coffee tables. 

Gallery Submission 
Claire Spring 
3149197 

 
 
 
 

contact: clairespring13@gmail.com 18



KAYLA WANG
Jellyfish Table
Steel, plywood, co-polyester

Jellyfish Table came from the idea that furniture can be fully 
functional but also interact with people by bringing delight to 
the physical environment and human spirit. 

This table is made up of four parts: frame, table top, containers, 
and dome. The plywood table top, containers, and dome can be 
added or removed depending on how you want to use the table.  
Decorations, figures, dried flowers, or display items may be 
placed under the dome and will be protected by it. Or, you may 
use the containers which come in specially designed shapes that 
perfectly fit into the table top and dome. They can be used easily 
to put plants or even fish inside!

contact: w.weijie@icloud.com19

ARTUR WRONA
Cocoooon
Paper, mat board

Whether for reading, reflecting, or just taking a much needed break, Cocoooon 
provides a personal oasis to step away from the literal or figurative clutter of 
life. Bring a pillow, and maybe even a blanket, to get extra comfortable as you 
climb inside. Constructed fully in paper, it creates a familiar and welcoming feel 
in a somewhat unfamiliar form as it diffuses the surrounding light into a warm, 
yellowish glow. The structure of folded bellows can expand up to 7 feet long 
but also fold up entirely flat when not in use. 

contact: art.wrona@gmail.com     |     www.arturwrona.com 20


